
AUTUMN/WINTER ‘19 INSPIRATION 



Minimalist  Movement

A growing trend in contemporary home decor this season, the minimalist look sees creams, 
beiges and off-white tones used to reflect a calm and uncluttered space. This look is 
popular with consumers who believe in the mantra ‘tidy space, tidy mind’ ethos, and is set 
to continue in popularity throughout 2020. 
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Andorra range in NEW Sierra Chevron Cream



LESS IS more
We’ve taken the minimalist movement trend and added large scale print with darker undertones 
to create warmth and depth within the palette. We believe this look will appeal to a wide range of 
consumers looking for a cosy, yet simplistic modern style in their homes. Large scale prints such 
as the new Sierra Chevron fabrics work particularly well on over-sized pieces such as the Andorra 
range. This modular range is perfect for consumers that want the feel of larger, over-sized cushions 
and pillows in a relaxed, informal style. We predict this model will become increasingly popular in 
2020. 

CREAM SILVER

GREY BLUE

SIERRA CHEVRON



Colourful Coral

Described as ‘energising’, ‘life-affirming’ and ‘animating’, Pantones’ colour of the year for 
2019, Living Coral, has become a staple of the interiors world this year. Seen on everything 
from tiles to scatter cushions and accessories, we think this hue will be here long beyond 
2019... 
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SHERBET  Shades 
Choosing a coral coloured sofa might not be at the top of most consumer’s lists, but don’t be 
put off the shade altogether. This is a versatile colour that can work in various shades. Peach and 
sherbet tones can compliment other colour palettes and work well with duck egg and mint tones 
in particular. We have introduced two new fabrics to the Conran swatch, Cyprus- a sophisticated 
super-soft plain velvet in a range of soft, chalky colours, and Juniper- a new chunky plain weave, in 
a multitude of colours, perfect for consumers who want a good choice of tones to work with. 
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Alto range in NEW Juniper Coral (main sofa) and NEW Cyprus Coral (right sofa)



Winter Tropics

Who said the tropical vibe was confined to the summer months? Just when the light is fading 
and darkness descends, celebrate nature and fill your home with welcoming tropical prints and 
vibrant colour. Bold but versatile, turquoise and aqua tones can be paired with a multitude of 
tones and patterns to create the look you desire. 
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Seville range in NEW Malta Turquoise, scatters & Foot Stool in NEW Calypso Turquoise



OCEAN 
Eagle-eyed as we are, we can’t help but notice the surge in demand for products in turquoise this year! 
Whether it’s a sofa, stool or even a bed, the number of customers ordering products in this invigorating 
and youthful colour is definitely on the increase. Due to this, we have introduced a number of new fabrics 
into both our house and bed swatches. Malta Turquoise is a brand new velvet added to the house swatch 
and Lumino Turquoise continues to be a best seller in the bed swatch. Team either of these with 
co-ordinating fabrics from the luscious Topanga co-ordinate hanger for a refreshing look.

MALTA TOPANGA

FLAMINGO

CACTUS

colour scene

TURQUOISE COSMICLAGOON

LUMINO

TURQUOISE MINERALTEAL



Graphic Geomertics 

Primary colours and abstract prints are starting to make a impact on interiors and we 
predict this is a look that is set to grow in 2020. Abstract patterns are popping up on 
furniture, rugs, curtains and lighting, bringing a new take on retro aesthetics to home 
interiors. Fragments of rich tones make a striking statement when used on accent 
pieces such as scatter cushions. 
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Read 
between

Lines feature heavily in our ranges this season, from the 
shape of the furniture to the patterns on the fabrics they 
are made in. Brand new for this season is the Kora range. 
Clean cut lines in luxurious velvet create a smart, tailored 
look, finished off with chrome or brass legs. Also new for 
this season is our range of co-ordinating fabrics from the 
Beton and Boka ranges, featuring bold, architecturally 
inspired geometric prints. Plus, we’ve added a gorgeous 
range of new muted tones to our best selling Lumino range 
of fabrics, complimenting the bolder tones on the scatters. 
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NEW Kora range in NEW Lumino Mineral, scatters in NEW Beton Marine



Perfect  Pastels

Pastels have become the new neutral with cooler tones such as mineral, marine and 
sorbet increasing in popularity this season. Perfect in warmer and cooler months, it’s 
easy to see why these colours will almost certainly never go out of fashion. Use on 
accent pieces to add a touch of soothing colour, or on larger pieces such as sofas and 
beds to create a calming environment. 
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NEW Hoxton range (Conent by Terence Conran), in NEW Quince Aqua Marine



NEW Hoxton range (Conent by Terence Conran), in NEW Quince Aqua Marine

COOL
sir Terence Conran is one of the world’s best-known designers, and we 
are very proud to have been collaborating with the brand for over two 
years. Content by Terence Conran is a relaxed and informal range of 
British furniture designed for contemporary living. The new Hoxton range 
is part of a new drive to re-fresh the products and fabrics within the 
collection to ensure the range stays ahead of it’s time, much like the man 
himself. Combining a new metal ski leg and great new fabrics in 
contemporary colours, the Hoxton is set to become a best seller. The new 
range of Quince fabrics in muted tones suit this model perfectly.  
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The More the Merrier!
This time of year sees our homes at their busiest for many, with overnight guests and 
visiting family and friends finding us trying to make the most of our available space! 
Multi-functional furniture is a God-send at this time of year, so it’s worth investing in 
key pieces that will make the most of our homes when we need it. It’s also worth 
noting that up to 50% of consumers will buy an accent piece of furniture if it is 
displayed with a sofa or bed in store...
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Many of our sofa beds are now offered with a Hypnos mattress upgrade, exclusive to 
Whitemeadow, which make them a great investment piece for when guests are staying. Also 
handy are storage stools to store guests bags and coats in if you are limited on space, and 
footstools are great for doubling up as extra seats or side tables when needed. All our 
fabrics are hard wearing so you can sure they’ll stand the test of time, but we particularly 
love our Plush range of fabrics. Not only are they wonderfully soft and look amazing, they 
also have a Stain Guard finish as standard to repel stains. We run over 20 colour-ways, 
below are a few of our favourites for AW19....

BE OUR guest

 FOREST

 AIRFORCE

 PLUSH

 MALLARD

 SILVER

 SHAMROCK

 SLATE
Maison Storage Stool Combi Unit



Adwick range in Plush Sharock



THE WOW
Factor  



Our range of footstools and accent chairs make the perfect accompaniment to sofas and beds when displayed in store. 
We’ve found that picking a colour palette and working with that on accent pieces and scatter cushions work best, such as 
the Aubergine and Silver palette seen here on the Luca. Speak to your Sales Manager today about updating your in-store 
displays for the season ahead.  

Luca range in Camargue Silver, Large George Stool in Nevado Berry, Scatters in Nevado Berry & Lovely Aubergine



Enquiries@whitemeadow.com
Tel: 01623 555 660
www.whitemeadow.com

CONTACT US


